Product Name: IObit Uninstaller
Version: 10.0.2.20
Author: IObit
Release Date: 2020-08-25
File Size: 22.8 MB
License Type: Freeware
System Requirements:
You’re fine to run IObit Uninstaller 10 on the following operating systems:
Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 8 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows XP (Home, Professional, Media Center, Tablet Edition, 64-bit)
Note1: Minimum Memory: 300 MB of free disk space.
Note2: Screen Resolution: 1024*768 screen resolution and above.
Note3: No hard drive requirements.
Download URL: https://cdn.iobit.com/dl/iobituninstaller.exe
Product Page URL: https://www.iobit.com/en/advanceduninstaller.php
Description:
IObit Uninstaller 10 is a perfect uninstallation tool. It provides an easy and
secure way to thoroughly remove unwanted programs, Windows Apps,
Universal Windows Platform (UWP) apps, and malicious/ad plugins, giving you
a clean PC and a secure & smooth online surfing experience.
As the first uninstall utility that comes up with the idea of bundleware removal,
IObit Uninstaller has further optimized the algorithm to better detect
bundleware at the very time when they are installed, which allows users to
uninstall all unwanted bundleware more conveniently and timely.
Other features in IObit Uninstaller are also wonderful. Real-time Install Monitor
detects and logs changes made to your system during a program installation,
which allows you to see what changes the monitored programs did during the
installation. It is worth mentioning that Install Monitor newly supports monitoring
system services, scheduled tasks, and DLL registration. Meanwhile, Software
Health helps optimize all installed software to make them run smoother and
also reduces security risks. Moreover, it newly supports blocking browser site
notification prompts from interrupting you. With the enhanced scan engine and
greatly expanded database, IObit Uninstaller can remove more stubborn
programs and malicious/ad plugins, and ensure all leftovers to be removed
thoroughly from the computer just like they’ve never existed. It also supports
removing Windows apps under non-administrator accounts and the latest UWP

apps on Windows 10 to free up more storage space. What’s more, the
optimized Software Updater now supports updating multi-language versions of
some popular programs, like Firefox, WinRAR, and Mozilla Thunderbird.
All in all, IObit Uninstaller 10 is an all-in-one uninstallation utility to uninstall
software, bundleware, browser extensions, and Windows Apps for a clean and
safe PC.
What's new:
+ Increased uninstall speed by 50%
+ Improved scan algorithm to scan 30% more uninstallation leftovers
+ Enhanced Software Health to newly support blocking site notification prompts
from interrupting you
+ Enhanced Install Monitor to monitor more programs installation and newly
support monitoring system services, scheduled tasks, and DLL registration
+ Optimized program detection algorithm for more accurate detection of
Infrequently Used Program and Bundleware
+ Fixed the occasional incorrect leftover prompts after updating some
programs
+ Added support for uninstalling 40+ stubborn programs like MPC-HC,
SpyHunter5, Avast Antivirus, Rockstar Games, IntelliJ IDEA, and more
+ Newly support updating multi-language versions of some popular programs,
like Firefox, WinRAR, and Mozilla Thunderbird
+ Newly support removing plugins of Microsoft Edge (Chromium)
+ Better UI for more user-friendly experience
+ Two skins: Dark & Light
+ Localization: 38 languages

